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Spotlight on...
SUNGLASSES

LENZ OPTICS DAIWA

TITANIUM SERIES 
SUNGLASSES

Featuring super-strong and 
lightweight titanium hinges 
inside a lightweight and 
durable carbon and titanium 
handcrafted frame, the 
Titanium series from Lenz is an 
attractive range.

The sunglasses feature 
certified Zeiss polycarbonate 
lenses, which are impact 
and scratch resistant as 
well as offering 100 per cent 
polarisation. They also have 
100 per cent UV protection.

A special anti-reflective 
coating reduces reflected light 
and eliminates ‘ghost images’ 
in the viewer’s eye line.

PHOTOCHROMIC SUNGLASSES

Daiwa’s Photochromic 
sunglasses offer a reactive level 
of shade as the brightness level 
changes. Using lightweight 
TAC lenses that offer excellent 
optical qualities they are 
especially scratch resistant.

The frames feature a striking 
design that not only looks 
unique but also reduces the 
overall weight of the glasses, 
making them more comfortable 
to wear for long periods.

COSTA

TUNA ALLEY SUNGLASSES

These sunglasses are named 
after a legendary 15-mile-long 
white strip of sand separating 
the deep blue Bahamian waters 
from the shallow bank of Gun 
Cay, where you can spy tons of 
bluefin tuna migrating north at 
the right time of year.

They feature an integral 
hinge, comfortable large fit and 
can be equipped with Costa’s 
580P or 580G polarised lenses.

FLYING FISHERMAN

ROLLER AND SLACK TIDE 
SUNGLASSES

Two new, wraparound frame 
styles have been added to the 
2016/2017 Flying Fisherman 
collection of eyewear for 
anglers. 

The Roller is a medium/
large wrap frame that features 
on-trend design and generous 
polarised coverage with wider 
temples to block out side glare.

Also new is the Slack Tide, 
a sporty, medium-fit frame 
with wraparound coverage to 
eliminate polarised glare, and 
the temples have a slot for 
adding a lanyard of your choice. 
The lightweight frames are 
available in matte black and 
crystal grey.

WILEY XHART RAPALA LINEAEFFE

BOSS KRYPTEK SUNGLASSES

The Boss is a well-known and 
well-loved frame design from 
protective eyewear specialist 
Wiley X. It features incredible 
polarisation and certified eye 
protection and is now available 
with Wiley X’s new Kryptek 
frames (Highlander version 
shown here).

Specially designed for 
varied geographical regions 
and elevations, Kryptek 
Highlander increases stealth 
when pursuing a wide range of 
quarry in mixed terrain.

POLARISED SUNGLASSES

Spanish fishing tackle brand 
Hart has pretty much every 
aspect covered for the needs 
of an angler, now including 
polarised sunglasses.

This new model features 
an injection-moulded black 
frame and a gold/red mirror 
coating on the lens that 
further improves the optical 
performance.

The sunglasses represent 
an affordable way to offer 
your customers the benefits of 
polarised eyewear.

VISIONGEAR DOUBLES SPORT 
FIT SUNGLASSES

This medium-sized frame 
design from Rapala features 
a contemporary style and 
comfortable fit for wearing over 
the top of regular prescription 
glasses.

The flexible sides are made 
from a TR90 material and 
feature polarised side windows 
allowing for full panoramic 
vision.

The glasses also feature 
ventilation slots and an 
adjustable 2-in-1 lanyard and 
headband.

POLARISED SUNGLASSES

Italian fishing tackle supplier 
Lineaeffe has made a name 
for itself for offering a wide 
range of quality products 
at affordable prices – and it 
has made no exceptions on 
sunglasses.

It has a range encompassing 
nine designs, all of which offer 
polarisation that allows anglers 
to see into the water better.

Different frame and lens 
colours are available as well as 
a display stand for retailers to 
showcase the products in their 
store.
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DAIWA GLOBERIDE     
www.daiwa.com

www.daiwasports.co.uk

www.daiwa.globeride.co.jp

FLYING FISHERMAN     
+1 305 852 8989

info@flyingfisherman.com

www.flyingfisherman.com

Find out which of the 
latest products you 
should be stocking from 
the world of eyewear.

HART     
+34 943 820 033

blopez@evia.es

www.evia.es

LINEAEFFE     
+39 051 666 00 00

info@lineaeffe.it

www.lineaeffe.it

Shop

COSTA SUNGLASSES     
+1 386 274 4000

www.costasunglasses.com

LENZ OPTICS     
+45 46 19 19 13

www.lenzoptics.com

WILEY X EMEA     
+45 96 93 00 45

www.wileyx.eu

WILEY X USA     
+1 800 776 7842

www.wileyx.com

RAPALA     
www.rapalaworld.com

www.rapala.com

www.rapala.fishing
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